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About This Content

Grab your friends and set off for adventure in Trove, the ultimate action MMO! Battle the forces of Shadow in realms filled
with incredible dungeons and items created by your fellow players. Whether hunting treasure in far-off lands or building realms

of your own, it’s never been this good to be square!

Things are getting steamy in Trove! Run, sail, or soar into the world of Trove in steampunk style. Enter this portal to the
pixelated realms of the Sun Goddess with a heartbroken companion cube at your side, or share the mysterious contents of an

orange box with a friend. Are you still hovering here? Join the action!

Includes:

Arcanium Steamboat
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Arcanium Crawler Mount

Arcanium Discord Wings

The Orange Block x2*
  o   Headcrab
  o   Crowbar
  o   Companion Cube

*These tradeable Orange Block packs contain a special Headcrab hat style, Crowbar weapon style, and Companion Cube ally –
use one for yourself and give one to a friend!
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Hello,

A dark revisiting of the rise of Uther Pendragon, in a comic-like visual graphics. Fights are tactical and brutal, and the
characters are rather well balanced. I found this game to be pleasant in both mechanics and designs. Character progression is
easy to grasp and empower the characters significantly, without breaking the balance of combat.
One flaw though, it is short : under fifteen hours, start to finish, and not much in way of replayability. Given the overall quality
of the game, I really hope for it to be a launch for bigger games made with the same care.

Good work, and hopefully good continuation, to the devs, and enjoy to the players !.
\u30e1\u30ac\u30c9\u30e9\u30d1\u30c3\u30af\u306b\u306f\u5165\u3063\u3066\u306a\u3044\u3088. such a fun little game.
Really liked this little game! Short but worth the price, especially on sale. Not overly challenging and the end of the game was
very satisfying. I will look forward to more games by this developer.. A delightful, cute game about ghosties and gardening. It
took me about an hour and a half to complete, so it's a good run time for the price.
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I was hoping the conclusion would be a return to form after tedious last chapter and in some ways it is, but for the most part I
felt like once again the story and puzzle combination were not on point. So many wild ideas wedged in there, but it's come at a
cost of general flow for the chapter. I had to pull out a walk through again to get through most of the last chapter. It didn't feel
particularly interesting but was more abstract.

Is there decent closure for the story? Honestly hard to say. It will certainly upset some people when are you are forced into a set
choice that might be hard to handle. I'm mostly left with the general closing feeling of "What the hell was all that about?". Good
For Profile Showcase Achivements ;). This game is up there with Pixeljunk Monsters now that it has coop.. I enjoyed the earlier
Pixel Puzzles games, and looked forward to this one. I found the earlier games fun and relaxing (in No Zombie mode, at least).
This one is mostly aggravating.

I do love the fact that your puzzle progress is saved. I'm neutral on the addition of rotation. It does add a challenge and is fine
for the pictures where you can make a reasonable guess about the orientation. I don't like the dimming of the floating pieces.
You only see the actual colors after you pick up a piece. And I could do without the picture of a hawk killing a seabird.

But what really ruins the game for me is the table you build the puzzle on. It is so strongly patterned and colored that it's very
hard to see the shapes of the puzzle pieces against it. You can change the color of the table, which doesn't help enough. It would
be best if you could switch to a solid color background.. Be prepared to contort, suck in your gut, hold your breath, crawl around
your playspace, and laugh.

Performance wasn't great before on a minimum-spec machine. Not sure if it was my GPU upgrade or the recent update, but
runs great now.
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